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EditionSKiDROW [v 1.02 + DLC]

For Windows Latest

"The Tarnished Prince" Sword Weapon ---Hit Points: 7 Master your
swordplay with this weapon. Not only can you damage enemies with
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accurate attacks, but it can also enhance the surrounding area.
"Chaos Veil" Shield Weapon ---Hit Points: 7 The invincible shield of a

knight. Although light, you can use it as a great weapon. "Furious
Knight" Shield Weapon ---Hit Points: 6 Slash through the enemy in

every direction. Since it is light, be careful! "Blizzard" Shield Weapon
---Hit Points: 5 The wind blows. You can use this shield as a decoy.
"Chaos Veil" Magic ---Hit Points: 6 Lets you apply motion magic to

objects on the battlefield. "Furious Knight" Magic ---Hit Points: 5 Your
attacks become stronger. Let's be allies. "Blizzard" Magic ---Hit Points:
5 Strike the enemy with powerful wind. It's a decoy. "Wandering Bard"
Armor ---Hit Points: 5 With this armor, you can withstand all kinds of
attacks. "Skeletal Dragon" Armor ---Hit Points: 5 Enter a battle from

the sky! Defend yourself with this excellent defense. "Emperor's
Spirit" Armor ---Hit Points: 4 Fighting with your heavy armor. It's good!
"Cruel Knight" Armor ---Hit Points: 3 Combining opposing forces, this
armor helps you. "Guardian Dragon" Armor ---Hit Points: 4 A Dragon's
claws! Attack with force! "Tarnished Knight" Armor ---Hit Points: 3 Your
fierce protection from weapons and magic. "Dragon Eye" Armor ---Hit

Points: 4 Strong and protective, the dragon's eye is able to see
everything in a large area. "Celestial Guardian" Armor ---Hit Points: 3 A
powerful warrior from high above! "Rise Galvonia" Armor ---Hit Points:
3 With this splendid and awe-inspiring armor, you can reduce the pain

of battle. "Bloody Dragon Helm" Helmet ---

Elden Ring Features Key:
Industrial Production Feel. Build your own weapon, armor, and magic, and forge it into a reliable

weapon that kills your opponent.
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A Combination of Unique Classes and Customized Equipment. Play a Great Warrior, a Brave
Knight, an Overwhelming Mage, a Stealthy Thief...

A Gathering of All the Races. Play alongside the Noblemen, Neinhard, Sylvana, the Silent Prince
of Doedre, and tons of other races. All of which you can customise.

Approximately 35 hours of Gameplay. RPGs typically have about 30 to 30 hours of gameplay.

Steam Release:

Best Price Guarantee! 24/7/365 steam store support.
Own the game by grabbing it as one of the premier titles. Also grab it at your library.
The standard mode of play. A classic old-school RPG.
The remastered version. Play the game the way it was meant to be played
The Legendary Edition. The bonus content that makes it all worth it

Another Main feature

5 unique Acts in the game. There’s a lot of content waiting for you, so be ready!
Tons of Innumerable Enemies. You’ll face off against monsters from all sorts of races and styles.
Variations of Items for Various Battles. Without a sword or armor, if you're a bit short on
supplies, your options will be limited.
Explore a Wide World. A wide world awaits you.
A Variety of Battle Styles. Battle with a a Step, Swap, Shoot attack? All of this awaits you.
Choose between them freely.

Undress Lv. 1 (7 Days - Steam Only)

Undress Lv. 1 (7 Days - Steam Only)

Undress Lv. 2 (30 Days - Steam Only)
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